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Abstract:
Alphabets are the building blocks that construct a word. But when it comes to words, the individual letters do not mean anything, rather the word is perceived as a gestalt — take an example of ‘p’ in ‘pathos’ and ‘parrot’. Likewise when we talk about a raga, the notes are not of prime significance but the raga-personality as a whole. I will take some example ragas Marwa, Puriya, and Sohini to delineate this fact. Even if the same notes constitute these ragas, the dimensions — accent, intonation, approach, dynamics, connectivity, emotion — of each note are unique. I shall demonstrate how ‘technically’ close the ragas can be, yet creating no confusion about their identity. There are different ways we recognise a person, e.g. we all know Rabindranath Tagore by his photograph, some of us know him by his literature; still this is not equivalent to acquaintance or family-belongingness. Likewise, knowing a raga can also be at different levels. We learn the ‘picture’ of a raga first by its notes, aroha-avaroha; subsequently by its nyas, vad-samvad, and pakads. Still there is a lot more to explore — the identity of each note in a raga family is unique. Judicious use of alankars is crucial — it is an aesthetic call of an artist to choose between straight and ornamented use of a note. However it is important to judge when a note demands its typical embellishment to reinforce the raga identity. Finally, the bandish is of paramount importance — it is literally the ‘home’ of the raga family. Knowing at least 6-7 unique compositions naturally leads to an enriched understanding of the raga-personality. In the Q&A session at the end of the seminar, I will be happy to entertain questions from the audience.
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